Aspiration:
The Repository as the Center of the Universe (i.e. campus digital content)

Scholar@UC
https://scholar.uc.edu
(Samvera/ Hyrax institutional repository)

Research frameworks
(eLab Notebooks, Open Science Framework, maDMPs, other)

Metadata only:
Summon Discovery layer, Ohio DPLA (ResourceSync and/or OAI)

Metadata + objects:
Academic Preservation Trust (Export + BagIt), HathiTrust

Import or Embed interactive content
(include IIIF player with controls) - in websites, blogs, Spotlight &/or Omeka

Content served by
BrowseEverything: Box (with campus instance), DropBox, Google Drive

Monograph editing/publishing platform (eTexts) - to be developed

Journals@UC
https://journals.uc.edu
(Open Journal Systems)

The Research Directory (CRIS - Campus Researcher Information System - API available)

Canopy (Blackboard-based course management - API available)

Kaltura (campus streaming media system – API available)

ORCID (API available)

Echo 360 (classroom lecture capture)

Content Flow – Bidirectional
Content Flow – To Scholar@UC
Content Flow – From Scholar@UC

Green – some work complete
Pink – no work done yet